Abstruct-The capacity C(p,, p p ) of the discrete-time quadrature additive Gaussian channel (QAGC) with inputs subjected to (normalized) average and peak power constraints, pa and pp respectively, is considered. By generalizing Smith's results for the scalar average and peak-power-constrained Gaussian channel, it is shown that the capacity achieving distribution is discrete in amplitude (envelope), having a finite number of mass-points, with a uniformly distributed independent phase and it is geometrically described by concentric circles. It is shown that with peak power being solely the effective constraint, a constant envelope with uniformly distributed phase input is capacity achieving for pp 5 7.8 (dB) (4.8 (dB) per dimension). The capacity under a peak-power constraint is evaluated for a wide range of p p , by incorporating the theoretical observations into a nonlinear dynamic programming procedure. Closed-form expressions for the asymptotic (low and large pa and pp) capacity and the corresponding capacity achieving distribution and for lower and upper bounds on the capacity C(p,, p p ) are developed. The capacity C( pa, p p ) provides an improved ultimate upper bound on the reliable information rates transmitted over the QAGC with any communication systems subjected to both average and peak-power limitations, when compared to the classical Shannon formula for the capacity of the QAGC which does not account for the peak-power constraint. This is in particular important for systems that operate with restrictive (close to 1) average-to-peak power ratio p a l p p and at moderate power values.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HE CAPACITY of a discrete-time single-user memory-T less channel subjected to various input constraints is a classical problem which has been extensively treated since the advent of information theory by Shannon [l] . The central and most ubiquitous input constraint is the average power (AP) and the associated capacity of a Gaussian channel has already been determined by Shannon [ 11. Capacity calculations, for the Gaussian channel, which account for peak-power (PP) (or peak-amplitude) constraints are relatively scarce and one of the most interesting results is due to Smith [2] who considered the scalar additive Gaussian channel (SAGC) with average and peak-power (APP)-limited inputs. The somewhat surprising result of Smith [2] indicates that the capacity Manuscript received March 7, 1994; revised November 2, 1994 . This work was supported by the Technion Fund for Research and Development and was partly done while S. Shamai (Shitz) was on sabbatical leave at AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NI. The material in this paper was presented in part at the Intemational Symposium on Information Theory, Ann Arbor, MI 1986 .
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achieving distribution under the above constraints is discrete and possesses a finite number of mass points. Similar results were conjectured and numerically evaluated in [3]- [5] . The behavior of the capacity of the SAGC under APP constraints for asymptotically low and large signal-to-noise ratio has already been determined by Shannon [ 11, who considered this capacity in the context of bounds on the capacity of a continuous-time additive Gaussian bandlimited channel, subjected to APP constraints. Additional references with similar asymptotic results and bounds can be found in [6] and [7] . The discrete-time memoryless quadrature (two-dimensional), additive Gaussian channel (QAGC) is a classical channel model the capacity of which is well known [l] , [8] under AP constraints. However, APP constraints imposed simultaneously on the input signal have gained much less attention, though the importance of these has been recognized for decades [l] as they reflect more accurately the limitations of practical communication systems [9]-[ 13 ] (and references therein). Important results to be referred to in the following, date back to Blachman [14] who considered the behavior of the capacity of the QAGC for asymptotically low and large signal-to-noise ratio under channel input APP constraints. Wyner [15] has given a full account on the capacity of a QAGC, where only phase modulation is used, that is, the APP constraints coincide (adhering to complex envelope notation). It was shown that uniformly distributing the input signal phase achieves capacity in this scenario. These results have been extended by Shamai and Bar-David to a Markovian phase model for which phase variations are required to satisfy some spectral constraints [16] , see also the review in [17] . The capacity (actually, the average mutual information) of the QAGC with predetermined signal constellations such as certain phase-shift keying, amplitudeshift keying, and amplitude/phase-shift keying has been evaluated in [9] , [ 181-[20] , and others. The cutoff rate, which constitutes another important parameter, has been evaluated for the QAGC with APP constraints by Saleh and Salz [21] , who showed that the input distribution which maximizes the cutoff rate expression is discrete in amplitude with a finite number of mass points with a uniform statistically independent phase. This distribution which is geometrically characterized by concentric circles is termed hereafter DAUIP (Discrete Amplitude, Uniform Independent Phase). Einarsson [22] examined the random coding error exponent for the SAGC and the QAGC with APP constraints imposed on the input signal and conjectured that the optimizing distributions are, respectively, discrete and DAUIP. Optimizing cutoff rates and capacities of the QAGC with a finite number of phase points placed on concentric circles (that is, optimally discretizing the uniform phase with a finite number of points and selecting the radii of the concentric circles) has been considered in [27] and [28], respectively. In [28] it is shown that the QPSK constellation is optimal with respect to capacity, under peak-power constraint and 4-ary input signaling. Various optimizations of the cutoff rate criterion under certain signaling constraints has been attempted in numerous works (see [29] and references of [22]).
Optimization of specific signaling constellations in the SAGC and QAGC for uncoded and coded communications systems has been an intensive field of endeavor. Twodimensional constellations which are optimal for uncoded communications with respect to error probability, union bounds on error probability, and minimum Euclidean distance can be found in [30] , [31] and references therein. Various two-dimensional constellations, which for coded systems are interpreted also as projection to two dimensions of highdimensional signals are widely addressed [91- [131, [321-[361 (and references therein) as these are the basic constituents of a modem coded modulation approach.
In this paper, employing a technique similar to Smith's [2], we prove that the capacity achieving distribution for the QAGC subjected to APP constraints is DAUIP with a finite number of amplitude mass points. The result holds true when an additional minimum-power constraint is introduced, that is, the input, subjected now to minimum-, peak-, and average-power constraints is confined to lie within a ring (in two dimensions). Though the basic geometrical structure (concentric circles) of this distribution (DAUIP) is identical to the cutoff rate optimizing distribution [21] and the conjectured optimizing distribution of the random coding error exponent Though the present results apply directly to the discrete time QAGC, they were also found useful for constructing bounds on the capacity of a continuous-time bandpass additive Gaussian channel where the input is subjected to continuous APP constraints, that is, the APP constraints apply to all time instants [38] (and references therein), [39] , and certain models of magnetic recording [39] (and references therein).
The outline of the paper is as follows: In the next section, we formulate the problem and present the main result, showing that the DAUIP distribution is capacity-achieving for the QAGC under APP input constraints. In Section I11 closedform bounds on that capacity are found and the capacity as well as the parameters of the DAUIP, capacity-achieving distribution are worked out for the case of a PP-constrained input. Asymptotic expressions for the capacity-achieving input distribution are also given. A discussion and conclusions in Section IV terminate the paper and detailed proofs are given in Appendices.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS

A. Problem Formulation
a discrete-time memoryless QAGC, Consider the following complex envelope representation of
where {ark}, {zk}, and { n k } stand, respectively, for the sequence of complex-valued samples of the channel output, input, and additive Gaussian noises, and where k enumerates the discrete time. The real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts of the signals designate the inphase and quadrature components. The noise samples { n k } are assumed to be zero-mean independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian with independent real and imaginary components each of normalized variance 1, that is E(Re(nZ)) = E(Im(n;)) = 1 (E(nkI2 = 2 ) and E(Re(nk) Im(nk)) = 0.
We are interested in the capacity of the channel with input samples subjected to a.s.
average (2b) and peak (2a) power (APP) constraints. Here p p and pa stand, respectively, for the peak and average signalto-noise (SNR) ratio and a.s. abbreviates the "almost sure" notation.
The above constraints are of wide interest as they capture practical limitations of communication systems more accurately than is reflected by the commonly considered average power constraint (2b) only.
The capacity of the QAGC (1) under the APP constraints (2) is given by
where the supremum of the average mutual information functional is taken over all the probability measures pz(z), having their support on the circle of radius p p (as (21 5 p p ) and satisfy ElzI2 5 pa. Equation ( 
B. Preliminary Results
We shall undertake here the optimization problem in (3) and to this end it is convenient to express I ( y ; z ) in terms of differential entropies denoted by H. It follows that
where H(ylz) = H(n) = log2ne is substituted in the above equation. By (4) the supremum problem of (3) is equivalent to the supremization of H(y)-the differential entropy of y under the APP input constraints (2). Due to the circular symmetry of the constraints (2) polar coordinates
are found convenient, where r and 8 stand, respectively, for the amplitude (envelope, norm) and phase of the channel input 2 while R and + designate the amplitude and phase of the received signal. Let F'(a) and fa(a) be used, respectively, for a generic notation of the probability cumulative distribution 
is the differential entropy of R and J,. The existence of fy (y) and hence f~ +(R, $) is guaranteed by the virtue that fy(y) results as a convolution of a tempered distribution Fz(x) with the Gaussian PDF fn(n) [40] . Our task, equivalent to (3), is thus to supremize H(y) under the constraints (2) which translates immediately to 2 a.' ( 1 1) it is concluded that the PDF of R is independent of Fe(6) the distribution of 8. Consider now (6) and note that
where the left-hand side (LHS) inequality becomes equality for statistically independent R and J, and the right-hand side ' If a is a complex random variable then it is interpreted as a vector of two random variables comprising the real and imaginary parts of a.
inequality is satisfied with equality for uniform 9 over [-7r, 7r).
Thus
H(y) 5 H(R) + Jm fR(R)
In (R) dR +In 271.
0
with equality for independent R and 9 and uniformly distributed q5. By (9), (10) one observes that selecting r and B independent with uniformly distributed B yields
where ~R ( R ) is given by (11). Since the constraints (8) are imposed on f~( R) alone and since f~( R) (1 1) is independent of B, this selection (i.e., independent r and B with uniform distribution of 0 ) is optimal satisfying (13) with equality.
The pdf (14) can also be approached for p p << 1 by any symmetric signal having a null first Fourier coefficient as is shown in Appendix I11 and discussed further in Section IV.
Returning to the original supremum of H(y) one notes that now the optimization problem is reduced to optimal selection of the probability distribution of r , Fr(r) which has the support [0, a] and satisfies the average power constraint, that is
while B is independent of r and uniformly distributed in
It is convenient to introduce a new random variable v = R2/2 the PDF of which is determined by transforming (1 1),
where the kernel K ( v , r ) is specified by
The corresponding entropy equals where the notation f~( v : F,.) and H(u: Fr) is used to explicitly designate the dependence of the pdf and entropy of U (16) on Fr(r).
The existence of the pdf fV(v) (17) is guaranteed by observing that the kernel K(w, T ) (17) is a Schwartz (S) function [40] , [41] in T for every v and that the boundaries of the integrals in (17) are finite. The entropy H ( u ) exists and is finite since the variance of the random variable U is bounded E(u2) = E(2 + 2r2 + r4/4) 5 2 + 2pp + 1/4pi for a finite peak-SNR, p p . equivalent to (3) is formulated in the following:
Considering (3), (4), (6), (13), (19) the optimization problem (15) ( 20) where the supremum is taken over all Fr(T) that induce fV(v: F,.) by (17) and satisfy the constraints of (15).
Prior to the formulation of the main results in the following, it is noted that upon relaxing the peak-power constraint, that is, setting p p = CO, the solution is classical [l] , [7] and it is achieved for Rayleigh-distributed r (that is, Re(z) and Im(z) are independent Gaussian, each with variance pa/2) and the corresponding capacity2 is (21) This is seen directly adhering to our notations, since the maximization entropy H(u: F,.) under an average constraint only E(w) = E(l + r 2 / 2 ) = 1 + p a / 2 is given by an exponential pdf of U [l] . This implies by the invertable transform (17) (see Appendix 11) a Rayleigh-distributed r . See also Section 111-A, where it is shown that some lower bounds are tight when the PP constraint is relaxed. When the average power constraint (1%) is not effective, say pa 2 p p , then the capacity will be referred to as a function of pp only and designated by C(*, p p ) .
The proofs of the results summarized in this subsection are detailed in Appendix I and the main technique used is similar in flavor to that employed by Smith [2] . It should be noted, however, that the optimization problem considered here, though being univariate (19), is essentially different from that examined in Smith [2] because in our case the underlying pdf of U (17) is not induced by a simple convolution integral with the noise distribution as is the case treated in [2] . Further, we strongly rely on properties of S (Schwartz) spaces and functions [41 J which simplify considerably the required arguments.
Let Fr(T) denote any permissible distribution which satisfies (15) and let 6,-stand for the set of points of increase of
We introduce here the marginal entropy 
The following theorem, proved in Appendix I, is the central result of this paper.
Theorem: The optimal distribution denoted by Fr* (Fr= ( T ) ) (and the corresponding random variable by r') achieving the supremum in (20) (which is also a maximum) is unique and the corresponding increase points set er* is finite (that is, of finite cardinality Ilcr* 11) . Further, Fr* is optimal if and only if (iff) there is a unique nonnegative parameter A 2 0 for which h (~: Fr*) < ~( v :
The theorem indicates that the optimal distribution of the envelope of the signal is discrete having a finite number of mass points. Further (24) which stems directly from the classical Kuhn-Tucker Theorem of constrained optimization [42] facilitates the characterization of the properties of the optimal distribution and is fundamental in the determination of this distribution, as will be further discussed in the next section. In [22] similar conditions to (24) were used without an explicit proof of the finiteness of er.. Note that A = 0 whenever the average power constraint is trivial ( p z 2 p i ) or inactive, in the sense that p, solely is the effective constraint.
Here, analogous to the S A W case [2], the introduction of a finite peak-power constraint p,<m imposes a (maxentropic) discrete distribution of the envelope r while it is continuous (Rayleigh) when only an average-power ( p a ) constraint is imposed (p, = 00). Note, however, that the optimized distribution of z (2.5) is not discrete as 8 = arg z is continuous-uniform and independent of r = 1 2 1 .
In the next section we use this theorem to reveal interesting features of the capacity C(p,,p,) and the optimizing distribution Fr* and suggest a finite vector optimization nonlinear dynamic programming procedure to evaluate numerically C( pa, 4). This method is demonstrated by evaluating numerically the optimized distribution Fr* and the corresponding capacity C(*, p,) when the only effective constraint is the PP PP.
BOUNDS ON THE CAPACITY, ASYMPrOTICAL RESULTS, AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we introduce bounds on the capacity C(p,, p,), investigate asymptotic properties as the peak and/or average SNR ( p p , par respectively) go to zero or infinity, and evaluate interesting features of the capacity and the capacityachieving distribution. We also use the theorem to numerically evaluate the capacity C(*, p p ) emphasizing the case where the peak SNR p, is the only effective constraint.
A. Bounds and Asymptotic Properties
An analytical expression for the optimizing distribution Frin the theorem is not available for the general case, neither is a closed-form formula for the corresponding capacity C( p a , p p ) .
Therefore, efficient bounds and asymptotic properties are of interest.
Upper and lower bounds are derived by either weakening or strengthening the constraints imposed on Fr the cdf of r .
Consider a set of input probability distributions satisfying (in rectangular coordinates)
It becomes clear that choosing A, = 6 sets a relaxed set of constraints as compared to (15) while letting A, = yields a more stringent constraints set. This is readily verified by examining the outer and inner squares confining and being confined in the circle 1~1 ' 
(27)
Lower bounds on C ( p a , p p ) result by choosing a specific distribution for r satisfying the constraints (15) with independently uniform phase. We chose the distribution which maximizes the differential entropy of z under the constraints (2). It is evident (see (13) with E(n)' = 0) that the entropy optimizing pdf of z induces independent r and 8 where 8 is uniform in ( -T, T ) and the optimizing PDF of r denoted by f p (~) emerges as the solution of the following max entropic (entropy associated with the random variable r 2 / 2 (16) with E(nl2 = 0) problem. under the constraints:
(294
The solution is given by standard variational techniques [42] as described in the following:
where a and b are determined by the solution of the following equation set: 
The distribution fT,e(r, 8) = 1 / 2~f + ( r ) describes exactly the two-dimensional circularly truncated Gaussian PDF which also determines an ultimate upper bound on the achievable shaping gain under peak-and average-power constraints [32] .
The induced output pdf of U (16)- ( 18) ( 1 / 2 7 r ) f p ( r ) was selected as the input-entropy maximizing distribution. When the peak constraint is relaxed p p 4 00, a = b = 2p;' and both bounds (35) , (38) yield the exact result CG (21) which corresponds to Rayleigh distributed i (30) (that is, Gaussian z having iid Re (z) and Im (2) components).
Relaxing the average power constraint, that is, setting pa = p p yields a = 2/pp, b = 0 which corresponds to the input distribution of z that assigns equiprobable weights for each area element within the circle, as has already been observed in [14] . Again, this choice is asymptotically p p >> 1 optimal as can be verified by following the general argument presented above.
Another interesting lower bound corresponds to constant envelope (or zero) signaling, the probability functions of which are indexed by CE (complex envelope) and given by
e (1 -P~/ P P M T ) + P=/PPS(T -6 ) Pa L P p (39) which clearly satisfies the constraints (15) where 6( .) stand for the Dirac-S function and U(-) for the standard step function.
The corresponding pdf of U (16) denoted here by fv,,(w) (17), (18) 
and the corresponding lower bound C C E ( P~, p a ) (20) equals
For relaxed average-power constraints that is pa = p p , the pdf (39) describes constant envelope phase-modulating signals for which the asymptotic behavior of C C E ( * ,~~) is known 1151
For general nonasymptotic bounds on C C E (~~, p p ) see [16] . The asymptotic behavior (42) ( p~, p~) which is tight asymptotically for vanishing SNR (either pa + 0 or pp -+. 0) but mainly because this is the optimal capacity achieving pdf fr* ( r ) as characterized by the Theorem for a region of small, but not necessarily vanishingly small, SNR (in the sense of pa andor pp). This result is demonstrated in the following and for the sake of simplicity in the case of peak-power constraint only (that is pa = pp). The properties of the capacity-achieving distribution are described by the Theorem in the previous section. The functions hv(r: FrcE) and H ( u : Fr,,) are given in the following:
Let ppt denote the threshold peak-SNR in the sense that Inspecting the maxima of hv(r: FrCE) with respect to T by examining the derivative of the function, it is concluded that the first point to violate the Theorem that is to satisfy (24b) will emerge at r = 0. The value of ppt is determined by solving the equation
hv(0: Fr,, ( r ) ) = H ( v : F r C E ( T ) )
for ppt. This equation reads (45) which by standard numerical methods yields the solution ppt = 6.022 (7.8 dB) , that is, the threshold SNR per dimension is 1/2ppt = 4.8 dB. To conclude, the preceding paragraph established that for peak-power constraint 
B. Evaluation of the Capacity--Numerical Vector Optimization Methods
In this subsection we succinctly describe the procedure to evaluate the capacity C(p,,pp) and demonstrate the results when the peak power is the only effective constraint (that is, set pa = p p ) and evaluate C ( * , p p ) . By the Theorem, the optimizing pdf and cdf functions are Note that m, the number of mass points, is also unknown. The target function to be optimized is expressed explicitly in terms of the unknown vectors, p " and in (47) (+ 0) for which the optimal pdf is given by (39) and the optimality of which is verified by the Theorem (24). Increase pa by A (the predetermined adequately fine step size) and check again for the optimality of the postulated distribution by (24) and repeat by increasing pa by A. At the point the current pdf (39) stops to be optimal, that is (24) is violated, increase m (the number of mass points) by 1 and evaluate via the constrained vector optimization program GRG2 the new optimal values for the vector jF and (with the new m = 2). Repeating this procedure facilitates the evaluation of C(pa, p p ) for 0 < pa 5 p p and it should be repeated for a fine grid of p p . When the sole effective constraint is peak-power ( p p ) , the optimization procedure is simpler and in this case it starts with p p = p P l where p P l is the initial value and A is the step size (preselected to yield an adequately fine grid). As far as p p < ppt = 6.022
the optimal distribution satisfies m* = 1,p; = &,I$ = 1.
When p p is increased beyond this value p p t , m is increased by 1 and the constraint vector optimization program GRG2 is employed (with the average-power constraint (47c) relaxed) to produce the optimal values of pj7* and E * , which are checked for optimality by (24) of the Theorem. (For m = 2 we have theoretically determined that p: = 0 and p ; = 6.) The value p p is repeatedly increased by A up to the point where the pdf at hand stops being optimal; that is, violates (24); and then m is increased again and GRG2 is applied. The procedure repeats until C(*,p,) is evaluated for the desired range of finely quantized values of p p . This programming procedure is in principal similar to that reported in [2] accounting evidently for the inherent differences between the two optimization problems.
By setting a threshold on the probability masses qe under which they are interpreted as zeros, for a given m all probability functions having mass points not surpassing m are accounted for. Thus the following procedures for general APP ( p a , p p ) constraints are valid without preassuming that m is monotonically increasing with SNR ( p a , p p ) , though this behavior is conjectured and has been demonstrated in the numerical calculations.
1) Numerical Results: C( *, @)-Peak Power Constraint:
The results are demonstrated for the case of effective peakpower constraint (and relaxed average-power constraint) and the capacity C ( * , p p ) is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of 0 5 p p 5 1000 (30 dB). In the graph, the constant envelope capacity C c~( p~, p~) (41>, the Smith-based lower and upper bounds (27) , the max-entropic lower bound C M E (~~, p p ) (33, and the Gaussian capacity C , (21) with p p = pa are shown. The theoretical results about the strict tightness of C C E ( P~, p p ) for p p < ppt and of C M E ( P~, p p ) for p p >> 1 are demonstrated.
Some threshold values of p p where m, the number of concentric circles, is increased by 1 are indicated in Table  I and compared respectively to the threshold values which correspond to cutoff rate optimization [21] , [22] under PP constraints. An approximation sign is used to reflect numerical inaccuracies. As is expected, the corresponding threshold Curve 5: The max-entropic lower bound C M E (~~,~~) .
Curve 6: The average-power constrained capacity C e ( p P ) . values for capacity are somewhat lower than those associated with the cutoff rate. This expected observation is attributed to the fact that the cutoff rate is characteristic of communication systems of moderate complexity [29] which inherently fail to exploit in full the potential (capacity wise) advantages of more complex signaling constellations (increased m).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work it has been shown rigorously that the capacityachieving distribution of the average-and peak-power (APP)-constrained complex input sample to the discrete-time quadrature additive Gaussian channel (QAGC), is DAUIP-that is, discrete amplitude (norm), having a finite number of mass points, and independent uniformly distributed phase. These results can be viewed as the two-dimensional extension of results by Smith [2] which apply to the scalar additive Gaussian channel (SAW) with APP constrained inputs. Thus it results that in two dimensions the discrete nature of the optimal input distribution is maintained only along the radial direction; in the angular direction, however, the continuous distribution is optimal.
The DAUIP distribution optimizes also the cutoff rate [21] under APP constraints and it has been conjectured to optimize the random coding error exponent [22] as well. Though both capacity and cutoff-rate-achieving distributions are DAUIP, it has been noticed that the capacity-achieving inputs for the same SNR parameters are more (or equally) complex in the sense of having more amplitude mass points (number of concentric circles in the geometrical description of the input distribution). This is attributed to the limited ability of moderately complex coded modulation systems, for which the cutoff rates serves as a good characteristic figure [29] , to fully exploit the potential of a richer capacity-achieving two-dimensional constellation.
Interesting properties of the optimal (capacity-achieving) distribution of the amplitude and of the APP capacity C(p,, p p ) are identified and discussed. Lower and upper bounds on C(p,, p p ) are determined, the asymptotic (small and large signal-to-noise ratio) capacity-achieving distributions are identified and connections to classical results [l] , [2] , [14] , [15] are pointed out. It is established that with only peak-power (PP) constraint present, the constant envelope signaling (uniform phase and maximal amplitude) is capacity achieving for p p 5 ,opt = 7.8 dB (4.8 dB per dimension).
An efficient numerical nonlinear dynamic programming procedure which incorporates standard constrained vector optimization packages to evaluate the APP constrained capacity C(p,, p p ) is succinctly described and demonstrated through the evaluation of the PP-constrained capacity
The results presented here provide a more accurate ultimate bound on performance of any coding scheme using the basic two-dimensional signal constellation and subjected to stringent constraints on the peak-to-average-power ratio [ 1014 131, [32] . In this case, the commonly used Gaussian capacity & ( p a ) (21) does not capture the stringent peak-power constraints which typify some of the state-of-the-art communication systems. The capacity-achieving distribution determined here provides insight to the two-dimensional signaling constellations to be selected in an effort to signal in the proximity of the ultimate Shannon capacity in the nonasymptotic cases, i.e., not at very high signal-to-noise ratios. In this respect, the max-entropic input distribution (1/27r)f+(~) (30) which gives rise to the lower bound on capacity C M E (~, ,~~) (35) and which has been used to assess the ultimate shaping gain in the presence of APP constraints [32] , is only asymptotically optimal for p p >> 1, while here the capacity-achieving input distribution is characterized in general. Our results motivated a limited search for the optimal Jinite-capacity-achieving input distribution [28] , in which in addition to the APP constraints only a finite number of mass points (discrete input) in the complex plane IzI I ,/& are allowed. Similar effort for the cutoff rate criterion is reported in [27] .
For low SNR, pp << 1, it is shown in Appendix 111, that any symmetric input with a vanishing first Fourier coefficient is capacity-achieving, special cases of which are the wellknown symmetric M-phase shift-keying examples. See also in this context [45] , where no special emphasis is put on the PP constraint and the focus is on the AP constraint.
The main result stated in the Theorem in Section I1 extends over the case where a minimum amplitude constraint is also introduced. That is, (15a) is replaced by
dFr(r) = 0 , vr 6 [&, &I (51) where 6 stands for the minimum allowable input amplitude. This constraint (51) is in particular important when the dynamic range of the signaling constellation is at premium and it is desired that the ratio &/a be relatively small.
The proof that a DAUIP distribution is capacity-achieving also under this extended set of constraints is a direct extension of the proof in Appendix I which was formulated for the special case of & = 0 and the details appear in [46] .
A related interesting open problem is the characterization of the most general set of constraints, under which the capacityachieving distribution of the QAGC is geometrically typified by a set of finite concentric shapes which form a scaled version of the geometrical description of the input constraints. In particular, it is of interest to check the validity of this feature for the more general ellipsoidic geometrical constraints rather than the special case of a circular constraint region examined here.
The results of this work have been applied to derive improved upper bounds on the capacity of the continuoustime bandpass additive Gaussian channel with amplitude-and power-limited strictly bandpass inputs [17] , [38] and in the context of magnetic-recording models [39] (and references therein). More generally, these results are applicable in a variety of frameworks where the maximization of average mutual information of a QAGC model under APP constraints is of interest. An interesting example addresses the tightening of lower bounds on the minimum mean-square estimation error which are given in terms of average mutual information expressions [47] .
APPENDIX 1 PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The main conceptual steps in the proof of the Theorem parallel those in Smith's proof. However, the case at hand is basically different as was mentioned in Subsection 11-C. We therefore emphasize essentially the different arguments and only briefly mention, for the sake of being self-contained, the straightforward outcomes of [2] .
Denote by 3p the space of all probability functions Fr satisfying (15a) and (15b) and by 3pa the space of all probability functions which satisfy (15a)-( 1%).
In the following propositions some useful facts to be used in the proof are mentioned This follows directly by convexity of the entropy functional [8] while the "strict" part is due to the invertibility of the integral transform (17), which is proved in Appendix 11, and reads compact in Levy's metric [481, [2] . is a strictly convex cap.
where d~ ( . , .) denotes the Levy metric 1431. Theorem [48] , the continuity of 2 log 2 and the interchange of limits and integrals, justified by Schwartz's properties [40] , [41] of the function fv(w: Fr).
Proposition 4: The entropy function H ( v : F'): Fp + R is weakly differentiable [42] with H;,(u: Fr) the weak derivative at point F:, given by r This proposition results from the very definition of a weak derivative [42] and by the interchange of limits and integrals in Schwartz's spaces [41] .
Let 
J'o(F') = J ( F r ) -J(F,O).
Fr
Thus the functional H(u: Fr) -XJ(Fr) is for X 2 0, a strictly convex cap which by the standard (constrained) Lagrange optimization theorem [42] yields the first part of the theorem, which reads: The supremum in (A3) is attained by a unique probability function denoted by F: . The sufficient and necessary condition that F,* achieves the supremum in (A3)
is the existence of X 2 0 for which
Equation (24) results straightforwardly via the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [42] (see also [22] ).
We proceed now to prove the central part of the theorem, the finiteness of Ile;ll-the cardinality of E ; (the set of the increase points of F:).
Note first that the function hv(z, Fr) (22) where z E C (the complex field) is analytic in z and that follows directly by the differentiation lemma [49] Now the classical identity theorem of a complex analysis [49] implies the identity of two analytic functions in a region that agree on an infinite set of points along with their limit point, which should also be located in We shall restrict our attention to z E R only and examine several cases distinguished by the value of A. a) X = 0, that is,' the average-power constrained (15c) fa.) = For X = 0, the solution has already been determined above (case a), for 0 < X < 1/2 the Rayleigh distribution is excluded as it violates the PP constraint (15a), for X > 1/2 no legitimate probability density fr can give rise to (A8) via (17). For X = 1/2 the resultant probability function F,. is a step function that is T * , has a unit mass function at zero, ( f p ( T ) = b(r)), and hence r* is discrete with a single mass density. This, of course,
is not an interesting case, as it corresponds to p p = pa = 0 and the corresponding capacity C(p,, p p ) = 0. This completes the proof that IJ+ 11 must be infinite, and thus the proof of the Theorem. stands for the first Fourier coefficient of the pdf of 8. By (A16) it is evident that for 9 = 0 and p p + 0, the random variables R and + are independent and q5 is uniformly distributed in [-n, n) , forming the required conditions to satisfy (13) with equality.
